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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a progressive learning-based adaptive
noise and speech estimation (PL-ANSE) method for speech prepro-
cessing in noisy speech recognition, leveraging upon a frame-level
noise tracking capability of improved minima controlled recursive
averaging (IMCRA) and an utterance-level deep progressive learn-
ing of nonlinear interactions between speech and noise. First, a
bi-directional long short-term memory model is adopted at each net-
work layer to learn progressive ratio masks (PRMs) as targets with
progressively increasing signal-to-noise ratios. Then, the estimated
PRMs at the utterance level are combined within a conventional
speech enhancement algorithm at the frame level for speech en-
hancement. Finally, the enhanced speech based on multi-level
information fusion is directly fed into a speech recognition system
to improve the recognition performance. Experiments show that our
proposed approach can achieve a relative word error rate (WER)
reduction of 22.1% when compared to results attained with unpro-
cessed noisy speech (from 23.84% to 18.57%) on the CHiME-4
single-channel real test data.

Index Terms— Speech recognition, speech enhancement, pro-
gressive learning, improved minima controlled recursive averaging,
adaptive noise and speech estimation

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) [1] is developing rapidly and
widely used in our daily lives [2]. Nonetheless, in realistic adverse
environment, the speech signal is corrupted by complicated noises
and interferences, which may degrade the performance of ASR sys-
tems. Speech enhancement [3] aims to suppress the background
noise from the observed noisy speech. It is usually used as a front-
end system to improve the performance and robustness of ASR sys-
tems [4].

Supervised single-channel speech enhancement based on deep
neural network (DNN) [5, 6, 7] have been proposed to improve the
performance of ASR [8, 9, 10] by many researchers. However, the
acoustic models in an ASR system usually need to be retrained to
take advantage of speech enhancement [11] because there exists mis-
match between enhanced speech and the data used in training acous-
tic models [12]. Moreover, directly learning from ideal ratio mask
(IRM) [7] or clean log-power spectra (LPS) may distort the speech
spectra. This is often harmful to ASR system accuracies. There-
fore, it is quite challenging for pre-processing approaches to yield
performance gains on acoustic models using multi-condition train-
ing without retraining [13]. In [6, 14], a long short-term memory
recurrent neural network (LSTM-RNN) was proposed for speech en-

hancement as opposed to conventional DNN-based speech enhance-
ment, and achieved good noise reduction at low signal-to-noise ra-
tios (SNRs). In [15, 16], a SNR-based progressive learning approach
was proposed to decompose the whole training process into multi-
ple sub-training stages, each corresponding to different SNRs tar-
gets. In [17], a progressive multi-target model was proposed as a
pre-processing neural network to improve ASR performance.

The classical approaches use statistical signal processing to en-
hance speech [18, 19]. They have abilities to adapt to the noise level
and perform well with quasi-stationary noises but non-stationary
noises can not be tracked accurately. Deep learning-based speech
enhancement algorithms typically perform better than a classic noise
suppressor in some normal cases. However, it may not work well
when there exists mismatch between training and test data. Classical
speech enhancement algorithms and deep learning-based single-
channel speech enhancement approaches have demonstrated differ-
ent strengths and weaknesses. Some researchers propose to combine
the advantages of the classic noise suppression and DNN-based
mask estimation methods. In [20], IRM and clean LPS estimated
by LSTM were mixed with traditional suppression rule to calculate
speech spectrum. In [21], a learning target, namely improved speech
presence probability (ISPP), was proposed by incorporating the es-
timated IRMs from a teacher model into the procedure of improved
minima controlled recursive averaging (IMCRA) [22] approach and
better ASR performances were obtained.

In this study, based on our previous work [21], we propose a
novel progressive learning-based adaptive noise and speech esti-
mation (PL-ANSE) framework to further combine the advantages
of the estimated progressive ratio masks (PRMs) from progressive
learning-based framework and conventional IMCRA to achieve sat-
isfactory ASR results without retraining acoustic models. First, a
bi-directional long short-term memory (BLSTM) progressive learn-
ing model is introduced to estimate PRMs at an utterance level.
Then, the estimated PRMs are incorporated into the IMCRA proce-
dure. A new gain function combined with PRMs and the IMCRA
gain function is proposed to recover speech frame by frame. More-
over, our proposed approach has the ability to adaptively control
the tradeoff between noise reduction and speech distortion and es-
timate noise accurately by utilizing the information provided by
the PRMs. Experiments on the CHiME-4 real test sets show that
the PRMs estimated by the first intermediate layer of the PL model
achieve good ASR performance when compared to that obtained
with unprocessed noisy speech without acoustic model retraining,
with a relative word error rate (WER) reduction of 14.0% averaging
over the real test set. While our proposed approach outperforms the
PRMs with an additional WER reduction of 9.4% or an over relative
WER reduction of 22.1% from WERs obtained with noisy speech.
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed approach.

2. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT PREPROCESSING

The sketch map of our proposed speech enhancement method is
shown in Fig. 1. In training stage, BLSTM is adopted at each layer
to learn PRMs using MMSE criterion as shown in the upper part of
Fig. 1. In test stage, estimated masks are merged with the updat-
ing procedure of IMCRA, corresponding to the red line in Fig. 1.
The part in the dotted box updates by frame with utterance-level es-
timated masks to achieve multi-level speech enhancement.

2.1. Utterance-level progressive learning

In [17], the progressive ratio mask (PRM) is adopted in the pro-
gressive learning framework based on LSTM, which demonstrates
the effectiveness for speech recognition. In this paper, the BLSTM,
which outperforms the LSTM at a whole utterance level, is adopted
as the regression model to construct the progressive learning frame-
work, denoted as BLSTM-PL. But it should be noted that BLSTM
is not the only choice. For instance, we can use LSTM to make the
system causal. The log-power spectra (LPS) feature is adopted as
the input and the output is clean ideal ratio mask (IRM). A series
of PRMs are the learning targets of intermediate layers. PRM, to
perform a tradeoff between noise reduction and speech distortion, is
defined as:

MPRMm(k, l) =
|S(k, l)|2 + |Nm(k, l)|2

|S(k, l)|2 + |N(k, l)|2 (1)

where S(k, l) represents the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of
the speech signal at the time frame l and frequency bin k. Nm(k, l)
and N(k, l) represent the STFT of the noise in one PRM target and
input signals at the T-F unit (k, l) respectively. When Nm(k, l) =
0, MPRMm(k, l) is equal to the traditional IRM MIRM(k, l). When
optimizing the parameters in Fig. 1, we present a weighted MMSE
criterion with M target layers to calculate loss.

E =

M∑
m=1

ηmEm (2)

Em =
1

N

∑
k,l

||Fm(M̂PRM1(k, l), M̂PRM2(k, l), ...,

M̂PRMm−1(k, l),Λm)−MPRMm(k, l)||22

(3)

where ηm is the weighting factor for mth target layer. Λm is the set
of weight matrices and bias vectors. MPRMm(k, l) denotes the target
mask of mth layer. Fm(θ) is the neural network output of mth target
layer. Here M is 3 and MPRM3(k, l) is equal to MIRM(k, l).

To train the BLSTM-PL model, large amounts of training data
simulated by different noise types and SNRs are used to improve
the generalization ability of the model. However, if there exists a
high mismatch between training data and test data, the BLSTM-PL
model can not perform well. Moreover, the BLSTM-PL model can
not adjust its parameters frame by frame for test data. While for
speech recognition, the key to front-end speech enhancement is to
greatly reduce the noise in the non-speech segments and keep the
speech information as much as possible in the speech segments.

2.2. Frame-level IMCRA

In this section, the key principle of the IMCRA approach [22] is
briefly introduced. For the IMCRA method, the key point is the
estimation of a priori SNR ξ(k, l) and a posteriori SNR γ(k, l),
which can be defined as:

ξ(k, l) ,
λs(k, l)

λd(k, l)
(4)

γ(k, l) ,
|X(k, l)|2

λd(k, l)
(5)

where λs(k, l) and λd(k, l) denote the spectrum of target speech
and noise, respectively. X(k, l) denotes the STFT of noisy speech
signal. For estimating a posterior SNR, only the noise is neces-
sary to be estimated, by initializing λd(k, l) at the first frame with
λd(k, l) = |X(k, 0)|2. Then, λd(k, l + 1) is calculated by a recur-
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sive averaging between λd(k, l) and |X(k, l)|2 as follow:

λd(k, l + 1) = λd(k, l)p(k, l)

+ [αdλd(k, l) + (1− αd)|X(k, l)|2](1− p(k, l))
(6)

where αd(0< αd < 1) is a smoothing parameter. p(k, l) denotes the
conditional speech presence probability which is related to γ(k, l)
and ξ(k, l). The a priori SNR is estimated as follow:

ξ(k, l) =αG2(k, l − 1)γ(k, l − 1)

+ (1− α) max{γ(k, l − 1)− 1, 0}
(7)

whereα is a weighting factor that controls the tradeoff between noise
reduction and speech distortion [23] and G(k, l − 1) denotes the
gain function used to recover speech which is related to γ(k, l) and
ξ(k, l). More details can be found in [22].

As for the traditional frame-level IMCRA approach, the a priori
SNR and a posteriori SNR are defined at frame level. This approach
pays more attention on the update through frame instead of global
information so that in the process of entering the speech frame from
noise frame, the SNR will change dramatically, which may affect the
performance of the method.

2.3. Multi-level adaptive noise and speech estimation

According to description of Section 2.2, γ(k, l) is related to γ(k, l−
1) and ξ(k, l−1) while ξ(k, l) depends onG(k, l−1) and γ(k, l−1).
Therefore, the gain function, the a priori SNR, and a posterior SNR
are recursively coupled between consecutive frames, as shown in
Fig. 1. To improve the accuracy of these three estimations in adverse
environments, masks estimated by BLSTM-PL are utilized in the
estimation procedure. M̂PRM1 is incorporated to define a new gain
function GANSE because of its strong ability in speech preservation:

GANSE(k, l − 1) = δ

√
M̂PRM1(k, l − 1) + (1− δ)G(k, l − 1) (8)

where δ is a weighting factor set to 0.5. We can useGANSE to recover
the STFT of clean speech frame by frame as follow:

S(k, l) = GANSE(k, l)X(k, l) (9)

In Eq. (7), α is a constant controlling the tradeoff between noise
reduction and speech distortion. However, in a real life scenario,
the target speech is usually destroyed by kinds of stationary and
non-stationary background noise. So it is very hard for the IM-
CRA method to track the changes of noise signal in time due to
the constant smoothing parameter, especially when the dynamic
range of noise is large. In [17], the authors find that the PL model
can achieve better performance on controlling the tradeoff between
noise reduction and speech distortion, and in terms of ASR per-
formance, the output M̂PRM1(k, l) is better than the other outputs,
M̂PRM2(k, l) and M̂PRM3(k, l). The M̂PRM1(k, l) can provide accu-
rate voice activity detection (VAD) information and extend the α
to an adaptive smoothing factor at each time-frequency bin. The
priori SNR ξ(k, l) at the lth frame is calculated as follow:

ξ(k, l) = α(k, l)GANSE(k, l − 1)2γ(k, l − 1)

+ (1− α(k, l)) max{γ(k, l − 1)− 1, 0}
(10)

α(k, l) = (1− M̂PRM1(k, l))αmax + M̂PRM1(k, l)αmin (11)

where α(k, l) is the adaptive smoothing factor. αmax and αmin

are the maximum and minimum values of the dynamic range of α.

M̂PRM1 is combined in the formula because learning speech of lower
SNRs makes the mask perform better in speech preservation. The
parameter α can be adjusted automatically so that PL-ANSE has the
ability to control the ability of noise reduction according to the esti-
mated mask.

For Eq. (6), the conditional speech presence probability, p(k, l),
is used to control the update of noise estimation. In this paper, the
outputs of M̂PRM2 and M̂PRM3 are also adopted to improve the noise
estimation as follow:

λd(k, l + 1) = λd(k, l)p̂(k, l)

+ [αdλd(k, l) + (1− αd)|X(k, l)|2](1− p̂(k, l))
(12)

where αd(0 < αd < 1) is a smoothing parameter. p̂(k, l) denotes
a variable consisting of M̂PRM2 , M̂PRM3 and the conditional speech
presence probability p(k, l).

p̂(k, l) = bp(k, l) +
1− b

2
(

√
M̂PRM2 +

√
M̂PRM3) (13)

where b is a weighting factor whose value ranges from 0 to 1. M̂PRM2

and M̂PRM3 are combined with p(k, l) because the meaning of clean
or high-SNR masks has common properties with speech presence
probability. The mask with a large value also indicates that the pos-
sibility of speech presence is high. Through combining accurate
masks, noise spectrum will be better estimated.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS

3.1. Data corpus

CHiME-4 noise is chosen as our noise database which consists of
noise in four conditions: cafe (CAF), street junction (STR), public
transport (BUS), and pedestrian area (PED) [24]. Clean speech is
derived from the WSJ0 corpus. 7138 utterances (about 12 hours of
reading style speech) from 83 speakers, denoted as SI-84 training
set, are corrupted with the CHiME-4 noise at three SNR levels (-
5dB, 0dB, 5dB) to build a 36-hour training set, consisting of pairs of
clean and noisy utterances. We present the experimental evaluation
of our framework in the CHiME-4 real test dataset. The real speech
in this dataset were collected from talkers reading the same sentences
from the WSJ0 corpus in the four conditions. Then we test the effect
of our proposed method on the development and test sets of real and
simulated speech.

3.2. Implementation details

For front-end configurations, speech waveform is sampled at 16 kHz.
The corresponding frame length and frame shift are set to 512 sam-
ples and 256 samples, respectively. The short-term Fourier analysis
is used to compute the DFT of each overlapping windowed frame.
We used pytorch to train the PL network. The model was trained
for 30 epochs. The learning rate was initialized as 0.25 and then de-
creased by 20% after every 6 epochs. The batch size was 8. The loss
weight parameter ηm of each layer was 1. In PL-ANSE approach,
αmin and αmax were set to 0.7 and 0.96, respectively. The other
parameters were set according to [22].

For ASR system, which officially provided in [24] was adopted
to evaluate our approach without acoustic models retraining. The
acoustic model is a DNN-HMM discriminatively trained with the
sMBR criterion [25]. The language models are 5-gram with Kneser-
Ney (KN) smoothing for the first-pass decoding [26] and the simple
RNN-based language model for rescoring.
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3.3. Experiments on PL-ANSE

Table 1. WER (%) comparison of different approaches on the real
test set.

Enhancement BUS CAF PED STR AVG
Noisy 36.55 24.73 19.92 14.16 23.84

IMCRA 33.91 26.62 21.88 13.17 23.89
PRM(T1) 32.44 21.20 16.95 11.43 20.50
PRM(T2) 37.02 30.18 23.08 13.71 25.99
IRM(T3) 39.41 33.02 24.83 14.05 27.82
ISPP(T1) 29.52 23.87 18.82 11.84 21.01
ISPP(T3) 29.76 24.93 20.01 11.71 21.60
PL-ANSE 27.99 20.56 15.81 9.92 18.57

Table 1 shows the comparison of different methods for word
error rate (WER) on the CHiME-4 real test set. In the first block
from top to bottom, “Noisy” refers to the case where the real noisy
speech is directly fed into the recognition system. “IMCRA” de-
notes that the enhanced speech is obtained by the gain function cal-
culated by the traditional speech enhancement algorithm IMCRA.
In the second block, “PRM(T1)” and “PRM(T2)” represent the out-
put masks of the first two target layers of the PL structure. While
“IRM(T3)” denotes the final output of PL network. The average
WER of 4 conditions of “Noisy” is 23.84%. For the three targets
of PL, the PRM of the first target layer “PRM(T1)” achieved the
lowest WER of 20.50% while the other two targets “PRM(T2)” and
“IRM(T3)” both destroyed the ASR performance when compared to
unprocessed “Noisy” speech. This is because the latter two meth-
ods damage the spectrum of useful speech while “PRM(T1)” has the
most conservative enhancement effect.

In the third block of Table 1, “ISPP(T1)” and “ISPP(T3)” rep-
resent merging M̂PRM1 and M̂IRM with the gain function in IMCRA
according to [21], respectively. “PL-ANSE” denotes PL-ANSE ap-
proach we present in Section 2. The WER of “ISPP(T1)” shows
that directly combine PRM and gain function of IMCRA does not
further improve the ASR performance. But we also find out that in
the situation “BUS”, there is a big difference between real test data
and simu training data, and “ISPP(T1)” performed 2.92% better than
“PRM(T1)”. The integration of IRM into ISPP will have some im-
provements compared with “IRM(T3)”, but its WER is still higher
than “PRM(T1)”. For our proposed “PL-ANSE” approach, the ASR
performance is obviously better than “PRM(T1)” by utilizing more
prior information well. “PL-ANSE” outperforms all other methods
in all four cases, and finally achieves a relative WER reduction of
22.1% when compared to “Noisy”.

Table 2. Average WER (%) comparison of PL-ANSE and mask-
based PL approach on the development and test sets across four en-
vironments.

Enhancement Development set Test set
SimData RealData SimData RealData

Noisy 13.01 11.67 20.88 23.84
PRM(T1) 11.77 10.92 18.05 20.50
PL-ANSE 11.09 9.27 17.41 18.57

Table 2 shows the average WER comparison of “PRM(T1)” and
“PL-ANSE” on the development and test sets across four environ-
ments. The result demonstrates that our proposed approach is more
effective on realistic data under adverse environments.

(a) Noisy spectrogram

(b) ”Clean” spectrogram (Channel 0)

(c) PRM(T1)

(d) PL-ANSE

Fig. 2. An example of the spectrograms of noisy speech, “clean”
speech, “PRM(T1)” and “PL-ANSE”.

In Fig. 2, a representative sample utterance from the Real-
Data test set is selected to intuitively compare different methods.
Fig. 2(a) plots the noisy spectrogram and the speech is severely
corrupted with BUS noise. Fig. 2(b) plots the spectrogram from
Channel 0 (the close-talking microphone to record the reference
“clean” speech). Fig. 2(c) and (d) plot the spectrogram of the first
intermediate layer of PL model and our proposed PL-ANSE, re-
spectively. From the spectrogram of “PRM(T1)” we can find out
that although “PRM(T1)” is not very powerful in noise reduction,
it does not damage the spectrum. On the basis of “PRM(T1)”, PL-
ANSE obtains stronger noise reduction ability and does a good job
in speech preservation at the same time. Based on the above results,
we can find that the deep learning-based PRMs can provide accu-
rate prior information to help the conventional speech enhancement
estimate the noise and speech spectrums frame by frame.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose a PL-ANSE approach as a front-end sys-
tem to improve the performance of ASR systems. First, we design
a BLSTM-PL model to estimate PRMs and IRM. Then, we use the
PRM of the first intermediate layer to help calculate the gain function
and adjust the weighting factor which controls the tradeoff between
noise reduction and speech distortion. Next, the other two masks
are used to help noise estimation. Finally, the enhanced speech is
directly fed into ASR systems to improve its noise robustness. ASR
experiment results show that our proposed PL-ANSE achieves a rel-
ative WER reduction of 22.1% when compared to that obtained with
unprocessed noisy speech on the CHiME-4 test set.
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